
C92 LMS 12ton Ventilated Van (D1676) : 
There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" wagons. This 
kit requires the long solebars. When built the vans had  spoked wheels –  
some may have had the split spoke type (these would probably have been 
replaced by spoked wheels); later,  3 - hole wheels were fitted. Bearings 
are also required.
 Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly 
e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol 
(Read & follow 
manufacturers' 
instructions). 
If using sprung 3-link 
couplings it is easier to fit 
them to the headstocks 
before construction.
Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks.  Cut off the "V" 
hangers at X. Fit bearings into back of "W" irons, then fit axleboxes onto  
bearings. Then  fit 'W' iron units to back of long solebars. 
Assemble the body round the floor  – the underside should be flush with 
lower edge of the sides. Small studs on the inside of the sides & ends aid 
positioning of the floor.
Thread buffer collars onto shanks about 1/3 way along length, then push 
into buffer bodies on the headstocks.
Fit solebars to floor, with the back of the "W" iron unit against the floor 
studs, and add the wheels. Ensure components are square.  Fit brakegear 
on one side only with the side marked "F" facing inwards. Cut the short 
thicker wire supplied to fit between the brakegear & the 'V' hanger on 
the opposite side – see  "crossbar" on diagram.
Use the  brakelever from the body moulding for the side with the  
brakegear & a lever from the  underframe  moulding for the other 
side.  Use the thinner wire to form the door handles - see diagram for 
lengths. The short legs should be only about  1.5mm long, unless the 
locating holes are drilled right through (0.5mm drill), in which case the 
legs can be longer and turned over on the inside. The positions of the 
roof vents (on solebar moulding) are marked "V" on the  underside of

the roof . Make holes for them with a  0.6/ 0.8mm drill. Fit the roof and 
fit the four vents.
Painting: LMS Body &  solebars   - LMS Freight Wagon Grey 
(Precision P38) – repaints after 1936 would have  been LMS Bauxite 
(P39), below solebars:  black. BR Body - BR Freight Grey  (P126) , rest 
black. Lettering for both was white - use transfers from the HMRS range.
 2,956 vans were built  to this diagram between 1924 & 28. They were 
randomly numbered – suitable numbers  are (prefixed M for BR period):
7813, 98857, 20009, 116208, 159144, 186194, 186995, 191154, 
204565, 212681, 212702, 230943 and 305207.   Vans were used  for 
freight until the 1960s, but some may have lasted lasted longer in 
Departmental use .   References: LMS wagons Vol.1 (OPC); The LMS 
Wagon ( David   & Charles), Paul Bartlett's website: 
http://gallery6801.fotopic.net/c1347575.html
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Some vans, e.g. 116208, had 
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